Educate to Communicate
Through comprehensive approaches to unique interactions, Good Talk helps
companies, cultures, and people understand human communication and become
effective communicators.
Steve Seward, Communications Specialist
Effective presenting and facilitating most often revolves around the ways in which one intentionally plans and reacts in relation to
the larger outcomes as well as the participants’ verbal and non-verbal patterns. Being well planned and paying attention to
yourself and the larger group allow for flexibility with content, process, and group dynamics. Have you ever left a meeting or
learning event when you felt motivated, inspired, or as if your time was well spent? If the answer is yes, keep listening. The
perceptions behind these feelings are often related to the credibility and flexibility of the presenter or facilitator. As a presenter or
facilitator your role is to communicate in ways that help a group or team achieve common goals. When thinking about yourself
and those you interact with, something you will want to consider is the examination your intentional interactions.
In this podcast we will explore the forces of establishing credibility through a connection, designing the surround, knowing various
audience types, being clear with the outcomes, and choosing when and how to actively listen, respond, and adjust. All intentional
interactions that will ultimately influence the thinking, behaviors, and learning of the collective whole. Listen, think, and get ready
to engage in the topic of how your presenting and facilitating can produce the desired results. Every interaction is different. Let’s
discover the nuances and subtleties of communication that help individuals and teams become their most effective selves.

PRESENTING & FACILITATING CAPABILITIES
Capability

Think About

Know the
Outcomes

Why
When the outcomes and success criteria are clear to both the presenter and the audience, energy and flow of
content are more easily achieved. This is due to a shared understanding of the purpose.
Question
What will the participants know or be able to do as a result of the time together? How will all stakeholders
know that success has been accomplished?
Ideas
• OUTCOMES- Define the explicit outcomes (ie: Today we will explore…Together we will discover…In the
next hour we will…, We will know we have met success when.) Have these posted and ensure they are
referenced throughout the timeframe.
• INTERACTIONS- Pay attention to interactions and ensure there is a balance between content (WHAT is
being explored) process (HOW the group will work together with protocols and procedures) Group
Development (WHO is in the group and how the are interacting with one another and the content).
• FLEXIBILITY- Be flexible and willing to adjust strategies, processing, and your behaviors in an effort to
meet the outcomes.

Design the
Environment

Why
When we strategically design the environment, the tone of the meeting is set. The designing of the surround
consists of the physical space as well as the energy you bring into the room. Knowing your outcomes and
paying attention to how you create a safe and inviting environment are essential to group development.
Question
In what ways is the arrangement of the room and your intentional interactions impacting your larger
outcomes?
Ideas
• ARRANGEMENT of the ROOM- When thinking about your outcomes, will people be sitting in table
groups, will they be seated in a circle without tables, will they be standing or will there be a combination on
arrangements based on each of your larger goals. Paying attention to the arrangement will impact the
learning and will set the tone for how people will interact.
• GROUPING- Knowing the amount of time you have as well as the group dynamics, you will want to
consider the number of people in each group as well as strategies to intermix the group dependent on the
outcomes. How you intentionally group and regroup people will impact the thinking within the room,
ultimately influencing your outcomes.
• VISUALS- Because most people in the room are visual learners and our brains process and recall images
faster than words you will want the think of the visuals you place in the room (ie: charts, powerpoint slides,
etc). You will also want to consider how participants will access various materials (ie: handouts, writing
tools, sticky notes, etc).

Know
Audience Types

Establish
Credibility
Through a
Connection
& Launch

Actively Listen
& Respond

Why
When we understand the learning preferences of adult learners, we are able to create the condition’s to meet
the diverse needs.
Question
How am I adapting the content and my ways of interacting to best meet the needs of the various learners in
the room?
Ideas
• FORMATIVE FEEDBACK- Pay attention to the energy in the room by analyzing the non-verbal
communications within the room. Take note of how people are acting and interacting before and during
the time period. Based on these noticings and the dynamics of the group, be willing to adapt your style, the
content delivery, the process, the room design, the grouping of individuals, and the ways you engage
thinking.
• AUDIENCE TYPES- When building the content and throughout the session, ensure you are aware of the
various audience types and how to engage them.

Why
As we all know first impressions are what count. Assessing the audience and being able to determine first
words, action and voice patterns is essential to setting the tone.
Question
What does the group need from you at the start? Do they need a credible stance, an approachable stance, or
an artful combination of the two?
Ideas
• BODY POSITIONING- When planning the opener think about where you will position yourself and why,
Remember to start and end on time and ensure you have the attention of the group before starting. Finally,
do not pace. Stand in on place and make small movements with your body and hands.
• LAUNCH- Begin with Greeting (thank you for being here…), Purpose (Today we will explore ways to…;
link the purpose to larger goals), Suggestions (Some things to ensure our success are…), Roles (Some things
you can expect from me are…some thing you will want to be mindful of are…).
• RAPPORT- During the launch and throughout the event, ensure that you maintain rapport and adjust
based on audience energy.
Why
When we intentionally watch and listen for patterns of language and behaviors, we can make adjustments to
our own style to best meet the needs of others while still maintaining a focus on the larger outcomes.
Question
What patterns are being noticed and heard, and how might my personal perceptions and biases be
impacting my patterns of responding?
Ideas
• PAUSING- Remember to slow down. You might pause before speaking within your sentence, or even after
individuals respond. By providing this space the environment becomes one of intentional thought verses
reaction.
• PARAPHRASING- Listen for repeated words from individuals/groups and use those words to summarize
thoughts. This will show that you are intentionally listening. Paraphrasing provides clarity and clears up
misconceptions and personal interpretations. Remember to paraphrase before posing a question.
• POSING QUESTIONS- When questioning, make it about the individual and the group. The goal would
be to create shared understanding through the interaction. Determine the type of question to ask and
know your intentions with the question. You might wish to ask a mediative question, a specific question,
hypothetical question, or even a clarifying question.
• CREATE & BREAK RAPPORT- Rapport creates the mental safety when interacting. Know when to
build rapport by mirroring voice patterns and body language and know when to break rapport by pausing
and shifting your body.

A PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Think about yourself and those you interact with. Keep your outcomes in-mind and be willing to adjust based on those in the
environment. Trust yourself, the group, and the process. Your intentional interactions will ultimately influence the thinking,
behaviors, and learning of the collective whole. Listen, think, and get ready to influence a collaborative environment focused on
thinking, shared understanding, collective efficacy, and the norm of collaboration.
Knowing the importance of growing and maintaining yourself and those around you, you will not want to miss the opportunity to
give me a shout. We can analyze the behaviors of individuals, small groups, or an entire organization and plan forward with
intentional outcomes in mind.
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